OUR MISSION

ATS Tactical Gear was founded out of the necessity to provide high quality gear to deploying Soldiers. Along with that necessity came the core belief that any gear with the ATS name on it had to be the best we could make it, and at a reasonable price.

We know that troops-our friends and family-will be deploying with gear that we made. Because of that, we are always mindful of how important quality is, and do our best to make each piece of gear the best it can be. With stakes this high, failure is not acceptable.

To that end, ATS uses only the finest quality materials available: 500D Cordura nylon and other specialty fabrics, webbing that meets or exceeds the Mil Spec, parachute grade nylon thread and forged metal hardware, AustriAlpin Cobra high load buckles, ITW/Nexus buckles and fastening systems, and YKK zippers, zipper slides and snaps.

The best components in the world don’t mean much without skilled people putting them together, so ATS has hired some of the most skilled, commercial-sewing experienced craftspeople anywhere. We combine them with our access to some of the most high speed beta testers there are to create hard working kit that does what it’s designed to do. At ATS we call it “efficient value”.

We are deadly serious about what we do. When you buy ATS made products, you can be confident they will do what they were designed to do with a very long service life. To that end, we back everything we make with a lifetime warranty that you will likely never need.
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ATS AEGIS V1 PLATE CARRIER
ATS-0225

• Sized on small, medium, large and XL ESAPI plates, as well as the 10X12
• Plate pockets are made so that they can take straight, curved, or multi-curved plates
• Back side of the pocket that rests against the wearer has a thin closed cell foam pad under a layer of Aero Spacer wicking material.
• V1 weighs about 1.5 pounds.
• There are two ITW/Nexus Quick Attach Surface Mount buckles to interface with the Slimline Modular Chest Harnesses.
• The back panel of the Aegis features a box-X stitched drag handle
• V1 uses a simple two inch webbing strap with an ITW/Nexus adjustable side release buckle.
• ATS Chest Harness Adapter Kit that allows the Slimline Chest Harness to integrate with the Aegis Plate Carrier.

ATS AEGIS V2 PLATE CARRIER
ATS-0216

• Sized on small, medium, large and XL ESAPI plates, as well as the 10X12
• Plate pockets are made so that they can take straight, curved, or multi-curved plates
• Back side of the pocket that rests against the wearer has a thin closed cell foam pad under a layer of Aero Spacer wicking material.
• There are two ITW/Nexus Quick Attach Surface Mount buckles to interface with the Slimline Modular Chest Harnesses.
• The back panel of the Aegis features a box-X stitched drag handle
• V2 comes with the military version cummerbund that can accept side plates up to 6X6 inches.
• Cummerbund has three rows of PALS webbing for attaching any MOLLE compatible pouches or accessories.
• ATS Chest Harness Adapter Kit that allows the integration of the ATS Slimline Chest Harness with the use of four ITW/Nexus QASM buckles.
ATS KDU POUCH
ATS-6986

- 4.75 inches wide, 3.5 inches tall and .75 inches deep
- Two Elastic bungee cords allow the face to be flipped down to make adjustments,
- The unit is tipped back up and secured by a 2 inch wide webbing strap and Velcro.
- Attaches in three channels and four rows of MOLLE space
- SAS (Snapless Attachment System) is compatible with any MOLLE-spec system

Features a tip out design to allow for easy reprogramming
- Accounts for the USB connector on the side of the radio.
- Attach to any MOLLE compatible platform and takes up just two channels and six rows of MOLLE space
- 7.25” long, 3” wide and 2” deep

PRC-154 RIFLEMAN'S RADIO POUCH
ATS-0238
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NEW FROM ATS TACTICAL GEAR

SLIMLINE UPRIGHT GP POUCH
ATS-0233

- Measures: 3” x 8” x 3” and uses 2 rows and 7 channels of MOLLE space
- Uses reversed zipper pulls to do away with the dust cover.
- Attaches with the new SAS (Snapless Attachment System) that eliminates the attachment snaps altogether
- The pouch has four elastic loops on the interior for the organization of small items like pens, batteries or chem-lights and a 550 loop tie-down point
- Fits 32 oz. Nalgene bottle

- The Slimline Mini Upright GP pouch is the little brother to the Slimline Upright GP pouch.
- Measures about 4.5 inches wide about 7 inches tall and about 3.25 inches deep
- No PALS webbing on the face and uses the SAS (Snapless Attachment System) to do away with the snaps and to keep the pouch as light as possible
- Heavy duty elastic bands sewn inside the pouch for organization and securing items.
- The dual reverse pull zipper does away with the dust guard and opens the pouch a little over half its height to avoid spillage.

SLIMLINE MINI UPRIGHT GP POUCH
ATS-0234
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NEW FROM ATS TACTICAL GEAR

SLIMLINE 5X8 UTILITY POUCH
ATS-0235

• Slimmest of the Slimline Utility Pouches
• Measures 5 inches wide by 8 inches tall by about 2 inches deep
• Designed without interior organization specifically to keep the weight to a minimum
• Uses the SAS (Snapless Attachment System) MOLLE compatible attachment system.
• Uses YKK #8 reversed zipper pulls which eliminates the need for the dust cover.

• 6 inches wide by 6 inches tall and about 3 1/2 inches deep, and uses four channels and five rows of MOLLE space.
• YKK #8 Reverse Mount zipper pulls eliminate the need for the dust cover
• Uses the SAS (Snapless Attachment System) MOLLE compatible attachment straps that does away with the snaps for the lightest possible pouch.
• No internal organization straps to reduce weight

SLIMLINE 6X6 UTILITY POUCH
ATS-0236
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NEW FROM ATS TACTICAL GEAR

SLIMLINE 6X8 UTILITY POUCH
ATS-0193

- Largest of the Slimline utility pouches.
- 6 inches wide by 8 inches tall, and is about 2 3/4 inches deep. Five channels and five rows of MOLLE space.
- #8 YKK Reverse Mount zipper pulls allow the elimination of the dust cover.
- Zipper heads use 550 cord pulls to avoid the noise of zipper pulls clanking against each other.
- Attaches using our SAS (Snapless Attachment System) mounting system, which is compatible with all MOLLE-spec platforms.
- It has no internal organization, making it a good choice for larger, bulkier items that are hard to fit in other pouches.

- Flattest and lightest of the ATS dump pouches.
- Will hold six 30 round M4 magazines.
- Also serves as a multipurpose utility pouch suitable for evidence collection or general carry of items that aren't a good fit for more traditional pouches.
- SAS (Snapless Attachment System) attaches via a tab that slides into a pocket to secure the pouch, doing away with the snaps.
- Uses just two channels and three rows of MOLLE space.

SLIMLINE ROLL UP DUMP POUCH
ATS-0211
NEW FROM ATS TACTICAL GEAR

SLIMLINE 152 MBITR RADIO POUCH
ATS-0231

• Simple design protects the radio while allowing access to the controls
• Front face of the pocket has been stiffened with a piece of HDPE plastic to protect the radio and allow for easy reinsertion to the pouch.
• Measures about 9 inches tall, 3 inches wide, and about 1.75 inches deep
• Radio is retained by 550 paracord and an ITW 1” GTSR buckle
• Attaches to any MOLLE compatible platform by our ATS SAS (Snapless Attachment System) straps. It uses 9 rows and two channels of MOLLE space

Elite EDC belt is designed as a solid platform for Every Day Carry of a pistol in a holster and a reload, as well as any other items one might need to carry on a daily wear belt
• 1.5 inch wide belt built on a SCUBA webbing base
• 1.5 inch AustriAlpin Cobra buckle is used for the ultimate in strength and durability.
• Small: 33-40
• Medium: 34-43
• Large: 38-48
• Extra Large: 42-54

ATS ELITE EDC BELT
ATS-6984
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NEW FROM ATS TACTICAL GEAR

ATS SLIMLINE CHEST HARNESS
ATS-0215

5.56 Slimline Chest Harness  7.62 Slimline Chest Harness

- Available in either 5.56 or 7.62
- Can be used as a stand-alone chest harness or clipped into our Aegis Plate Carrier
- 21 ¼ inches wide by about 6 inches tall
- Center section features four individual rifle magazine pockets with bungee pull tabs that have been covered in SureGrip non-slip material
- Three channels and three rows of PALS webbing on either wing for attaching any MOLLE compatible pouch such as a first aid- or radio pouch.
- There is a 4 inch wide and 6 inch tall, Velcro-closed flat pocket at the top of each wing that is large enough to accommodate a single magazine so the harness will carry a basic load
- The center section features an 11.5 inch wide, six inch tall map pocket.
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**ATS CHEST HARNESS ADAPTER KIT**

**ATS-0223**

• ATS CHAK allows the Slimline Chest Harness in either 5.56 or 7.62 variants to clip into the ATS Aegis Plate Carrier V1
  • It is the anchor point for the waist belt and the ITW/Nexus attachment when integrating those two pieces.
  • It is not necessary for the Aegis PC V2; for that carrier, four ITW/Nexus QASM (Quick Attach Surface Mount) buckles are needed.

• Utilizes the 45mm (1.75") AustriAlpin Cobra Buckle that's rated to 11kN, over 2470 pounds of force
• Double layered Type 13 Mil Spec webbing stitched with 69 pound nylon parachute-grade thread
• Reinforced with a 4 inch long "W" stitch to stop a stitch separation failure between each "soft loop"
• Dual "soft loops" for lanyard tie in attachment points. Rear loop is offset to remain within reach when wearing full kit
• Available in Coyote Brown, Ranger green, and black
• Lifetime warranted against defects in manufacturing and materials

**ATS ADAMS BELT**

**ATS-0243**

[Website Link]
5.56 SPLIT FRONT CHEST HARNESS
ATS-0133

- Holds four 30 round M4 Magazines in individual pockets with bungee retention straps
- Two channels by five rows of PALS on the left and right sides
- 9 inch by 7 inch map pockets on left and right sides
- 10 inches tall, 22 ½ inches wide
- 4 channel by 4 row grid of PALS at the top of the H Harness allows integrating hydration carriers like the ATS 50 Ounce Modular Hydration Carrier and MCH Hydration Carrier
- Constructed with the finest American made materials: 500D Cordura nylon, 69 pound parachute grade thread and ITW/Nexus hardware throughout.
- Available in Multicam, Coyote Brown, Ranger Green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black.
- Proudly made in the USA. Fully Berry Amendment Compliant

7.62 SPLIT FRONT CHEST HARNESS
ATS-0129
M4 MODULAR CHEST HARNESS
ATS-0014

- Holds four 30 round 5.56 magazines with bungee retention in pockets lined with SureGrip material to hold the magazines in the pouches if the bungees are not in place.
- Three channels by six rows of PALS webbing on the left and right wings for customizing the configuration.
- Shoulder straps on the H style harness are 2” wide flat webbing with nothing to snag or interfere with shouldering your weapon.
- Weighs about 1 pound, 3 ounces due to 500 D Cordura construction.
- Proudly made in the USA with finest quality, Mil Spec, Berry Amendment compliant materials
- Available in Multicam, Ranger Green, Coyote Brown, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and Black.

7.62 MODULAR CHEST HARNESS
ATS-0025
LOW PROFILE CHEST HARNESS
ATS-0034

- Small footprint chest harness holds three, 30 round 5.56 magazines with bungee retention
- Two zippered utility pouches, one on each side, are built in. Fits ATS Low Profile Medical Insert, which was designed around that pocket.
- Lightweight; weighs just 1 pound, 3 ¾ ounces.
- 16 3/8 inches wide by 7 ½ inches tall
- H harness design with 2 inch “slick” shoulder straps. No straps or buckles to snag or impede shouldering your weapon
- Made of the finest Mil Spec materials and hardware available. Completely Berry Amendment compliant and proudly made in the USA.
- Lifetime warranty against defects in materials and workmanship.
- Available in Multicam, Coyote Brown, Ranger Green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black.

SLICK FRONT MODULAR CHEST HARNESS
ATS-0099
**Padded Modular H-Harness**  
**ATS-0076**

- Designed to integrate seamlessly into the ATS chest harness line.
- Uses ¼ inch closed cell foam padding with a DriLex wicking material liner on the underside for added comfort.
- Shoulder straps have four rows of MOLLE compatible webbing for mounting pouches or running drink tubes or cables.
- Shoulder separator has a 6 inch piece of loop Velcro for IFF patches or nametapes.
- Integrates with ATS MCH Hydration Carrier
- Available in Multicam, Coyote Brown, Ranger Green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black
- Proudly made in the USA from the finest available Mil Spec materials and hardware.
- Lifetime warranted against defects in manufacturing or workmanship

- 500 D Cordura construction, weighs just eight ounces
- Holds up to a 103 ounce reservoir.
- Seven inches wide by 17 inches long
- Drain grommet in the bottom for drainage
- Daisy chain of elastic shock cord on the face for storing lightweight layered items of clothing like jackets
- Available in Multicam, Coyote Brown, Ranger Green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black.
- Proudly made in the USA of the finest available Mil Spec components
- Lifetime warranted against defects in materials or workmanship

**MCH and Modular Hydration Carrier**  
**ATS-0045 and ATS-0023**
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MCH VS MODULAR: WHICH ONE DO I CHOOSE?

The MCH Hydration Carrier and its brother the Modular Hydration Carrier look very much alike from the front. That’s because on the outside, they are. They’re both designed to accept up to a 103 ounce (3.1 liter) reservoirs from Camelbak or Source, and both feature the daisy chain of elastic cord on the face rather than the pretty much useless PALS webbing found on so many other designs.

Where the two differ is in the attachment method. The MCH (for Modular Chest Harness) was designed to integrate seamlessly with ATS chest harnesses, and will work with most other chest harnesses with an H-style harness that has at least a 7” crosspiece at the shoulders. The lower part of the carrier is designed to adjust for height with a 1” waist strap, also standard on ATS harnesses and many others.

The Modular Hydration Carrier is designed to integrate with MOLLE compatible platforms, using the ATS L-Strap (MOLLE compatible) attachment method. Such platforms include packs, armor and plate carriers, or anywhere else there’s sufficient PALS webbing to attach a modular pouch to supply water.

A quick note about plate carriers: many plate carriers are designed to be sleeker and lighter than the armor carriers of just a couple of years ago, which means the back panels are shorter than they’ve ever been. With a traditional 100 or 103 ounce reservoir, there will be a few inches of the carrier hanging below the bottom of the plate carrier. To address this, Camelbak developed the Mil Spec Antidote reservoir. It still holds 100 (3L) of water, but does so in a shorter, wider package that was designed specifically to fit shorter back panels. Of course, ATS developed a way to carry it with our Antidote Hydration Carrier.

ATS also makes a 50 ounce carrier, and a 70 ounce is in development. We’ve got you covered to stay hydrated.
ANTIDOTE HYDRATION CARRIER
ATS-0134

• Fits Camelbak Antidote 103 ounce reservoir, a wider, flatter reservoir
• Designed for a smaller footprint on plate carriers and armor carriers
• Measures 14 ½ inches long and 10 ¼ inches wide
• Uses 6 rows and 6 channels of MOLLE space
• Available in 500D (5 ounces) or Multicam Litelok (3 ½ ounces) materials
• Shock cord daisy chain on the face for storing lightweight items like jackets
• Soft side (female) Velcro panel for placards or morale patches
• Proudly made in the USA from the highest quality Mil Spec, Berry Amendment compliant materials and covered by the ATS lifetime warranty against defects in materials or manufacturing
• Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black in 500D and Multicam in Litelok

• Designed around the Camelbak 50 ounce Omega Water Beast reservoir
• The carrier weighs less than 3 ½ pounds with a full reservoir, half what a 103 ounce carrier weighs
• Measures 11 ½ inches long by 7 inches wide
• Uses 4 channels and 8 rows of MOLLE space
• Ideal for short duration missions and where a very small footprint is desired
• Shock cord daisy chain on the face for quick storage of lightweight items like gloves
• Available in Multicam, Ranger green, coyote brown, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black
• Made in the USA of the highest quality Mil Spec, Berry Amendment compliant materials and covered by our lifetime warranty against defects in materials or workmanship
• Available in coyote brown, Ranger green, Multicam, ATACS-FG and black

50 OZ. HYDRATION CARRIER
ATS-0128
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SINGLE PISTOL/SUREFIRE/LEATHERMAN POUCH
ATS-0030

• Versatile pouch that holds a single double stack pistol magazine, Leatherman-sized multitool, or Surefire 6P/G2 sized light due to an adjustable or removable lid
• 1 inch wide elastic band around the body of the pouch provides retention when the lid is removed
• Constructed of durable 500D Cordura and heavy duty nylon parachute grade thread
• 4 inches tall by 2 inches wide, and uses one channel and four rows of MOLLE space
• Attaches using the ATS L-Strap MOLLE-compatible attachment system
• Made with pride in the USA of the finest quality Mil Spec materials with full Berry Amendment compliance and our lifetime warranty against defects in materials or workmanship
• Available in Multicam, Ranger green, coyote brown, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black

DOUBLE PISTOL/SUREFIRE/LEATHERMAN POUCH
ATS-0031
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**SINGLE M4 MAGAZINE POUCH SHORT**  
**ATS-0026**

- Holds one 20 or 30 round M4 magazine  
- Works well as a first line “fast mag” pouch  
- Lidless design uses an elastic shock cord with an ITW Toaster Cord Loc to adjust tension  
- Measures 3 ¼ inches wide by 4 inches tall. Uses 2 channels and 4 rows of MOLLE space  
- Constructed of durable 500D Cordura nylon and parachute-grade nylon thread  
- Attaches to any MOLLE compatible surface with the ATS L-Strap system  
- Proudly made in the USA of the finest quality Mil Spec materials and lifetime warranted against defects in materials and workmanship  
- Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black

**SINGLE M4 MAGAZINE POUCH TALL**  
**ATS-0040**

- Holds one 30 round M4 magazine  
- Elastic shock cord bungee retaining strap to secure the magazine  
- Measures 5 ½ inches tall by 3 inches wide. Uses 2 channels and 6 rows of MOLLE space  
- Two channels and three rows of PALS webbing on the face of the pouch  
- Constructed of durable 500D Cordura nylon and parachute-grade nylon thread  
- Attaches to any MOLLE compatible surface with the ATS L-Strap system  
- Proudly made in the USA of the finest quality Mil Spec materials and lifetime warranted against defects in materials and workmanship  
- Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black

[Website Link: www.ats tactical gear.com]
SCAR-H SINGLE SHINGLE
ATS-0028

- Fits a single SCAR-H, FAL/L1A1, G3, SR25, M14/M1A, and LR20 magazine
- Chosen as the SCAR-H single magazine shingle for the USASFC and 75th Ranger Battalion SHOCK (SCAR Heavy Operational Case and Kit) with NSN 8465-01-599-9225
- Two rows of PALS webbing on the face for smaller pouches such as the ATS Single Pistol/Surefire/Leatherman pouch
- Attaches with the ATS L Strap to any MOLLE compatible carrier
- 3 inches wide by about 4 inches tall
- Uses 1/8th inch shock cord bungee retainer with Sure Grip material sewn to the pull tab
- Available in Multicam, Ranger green, coyote brown, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black
- Proudly made in the USA of the finest quality Mil Spec materials and covered by the ATS lifetime warranty against defects in materials and workmanship

- Holds a single Surefire 60 round High Capacity Magazine
- Magazine is retained by a 2 inch elastic strap around the body of the magazine and a 1/8 inch bungee retainer over the top of the magazine with Sure Grip material on the pull tab
- 3 inches wide and 6 inches tall, using two channels and six rows of MOLLE space
- Constructed of 500D Cordura material and sewn with parachute-grade nylon thread, Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black
- Made in the US of A using the finest Mil Spec materials available. Berry Amendment compliant and lifetime warranted against defects in manufacturing materials and workmanship

SUREFIRE 60 ROUND MAGAZINE POUCH
ATS-0130
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DOUBLE/SINGLE SHINGLE
ATS-0019

• Holds two 30 round M4 magazines in a paired, leveled configuration
• Each magazine held in place by its own elastic shock cord bungee retainer
• Each pocket has its own drain grommet
• Measures five inches long and three inches wide, and about 2 inches deep. Two channels and six rows of MOLLE space
• Weighs just 3 1/2 ounces due to its 500D Cordura construction
• Available in Coyote Brown, Ranger Green, Multicam, wolf grey and black. Covered by the ATS lifetime warranty against manufacturer defects in materials and workmanship

DOUBLE M4 STACKED MAGAZINE POUCH
ATS-0022
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DOUBLE M4 MAGAZINE POUCH
ATS-0006

• Holds two 30 round M4 magazines, a single AK magazine or a single 7.62 M14/SR25/AR10/Magpul LR20 magazine.
• Has an adjustable and removable lid as well as a wrap-around shock cord retainer, using an ITW/Nexus Toaster Cordloc adjuster
• 6 inches tall and 3 inches wide, using 2 channels and 6 rows of MOLLE space.
• Attaches to any MOLLE compatible platform using the ATS L Strap system
• Proudly made in the USA of the finest quality Mil Spec materials. It has full Berry Amendment compliance and is covered by the ATS lifetime warranty against defects in manufacturing materials and workmanship

• Holds three 30 round magazines in three individual cells
• The flat configuration is preferable to double or triple magazine pouches when going into the prone position or for activities such as climbing over walls
• Each magazine is retained by a 1/8 inch elastic shock cord bungee retainer with a Cordura pull tab for fast and quiet magazine access
• The pouch has three rows of MOLLE compatible webbing on the front (3 rows and 2 channels per cell) allowing you to stack two panels on top of each other or to add other modular pouches on top of it, such as a pistol magazine or multi-tool pouch
• Measures about 9 1/2 inches tall by about 6 inches wide and about 1 1/2 inches deep. It takes 6 channels and 6 rows of MOLLE space
• 500D Cordura nylon construction, using parachute-grade nylon thread
• Proudly made in the USA of the finest available Mil Spec materials and covered by a lifetime warranty against defects in manufacturing and workmanship
• Available in Multicam, Ranger green, coyote brown, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black
TRIPLE M4 TRIPLE GLOCK
ATS-0020

• Holds three 30 round M4 rifle magazines and three double stack pistol magazines
• Rifle magazines are retained by a bungee shock cord with a Sure Grip covered pull tab
• Pistol magazines are retained by an adjustable and removable lid as well as a 1 inch band of Elastic around the body of the pocket
• Weighs just 9 ½ ounces empty
• Measures 8 ½ inches wide by 6 inches tall. It uses 6 channels and 6 rows of MOLLE space
• Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, wolf grey and black
• Proudly made in the USA of the finest available materials and covered by the ATS lifetime warranty against defects in manufacturing materials and workmanship

• Fits SCAR-H, M14/M1A, SR25, Magpul LR20, G3 or FAL/L1A1 magazines
• The shingle has two rows of PALS webbing on the face to stack shingles or add smaller pouches, like the ATS Leatherman/Surefire/pistol magazine pouch or a roll up dump pouch
• Measures about 10 1/2 inches long and about 6 inches tall, and uses 6 channels and 6 rows of MOLLE space
• Magazine retention is accomplished by a bungee retainer and pull tab with SureGrip material on the tab itself
• Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black
• Made from the finest Mil Spec components and covered by the ATS lifetime warranty against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship

TRIPLE SHINGLE 7.62
ATS-0041
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SCAR-H PISTOL/TRIPLE SHINGLE
ATS-0037

- Rifle magazine pocket fits SCAR-H, SR25, Magpul LR20, M14/M1A, G3, or FAL/L1A1 magazines. Each cell has a bungee retainer with a Sure Grip covered tab
- Pistol pockets fit 9mm, .40 and .45 double stack pistol magazines or two single 1911 stack magazines. Each cell has an adjustable and removable lid, and there is an Elastic band around the body of the pouch to retain the magazine when the lid is not in place
- Measures about 10 3/4 inches wide by 6 inches tall, and uses 6 channels and 6 rows of MOLLE space
- Weighs 9 1/2 ounces
- Constructed of 500D Cordura nylon and parachute grade nylon thread
- Made of the finest Mil Spec materials available and covered by the ATS lifetime warranty against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship
- Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black

- Holds three Surefire 60 round High Capacity Magazines-180 rounds of firepower
- Each magazine is retained by a bungee and pull tab over the top of the magazine, and a 2 inch elastic band around the body of each cell of the pouch
- Measures 9 inches wide, 5 3/4 inches tall, and is about two inches deep. It uses 6 channels and 6 rows of MOLLE space.
- Weighs less than 7 ounces empty
- Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey, and black
- Made of the finest available Mil Spec materials in the USA and covered by the ATS lifetime warranty against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship.
M4 SIX MAGAZINE SHINGLE
ATS-0021

- Holds six 30 round M4 magazines
- Each cell of the pouch has an individual bungee shock cord retainer with a Sure Grip covered pull tab
- Measures about 9 ½ inches wide by 6 inches tall, and about 2 1/8 inches deep. It uses 6 channels and 6 rows of MOLLE space
- Weighs just 7 ounces
- Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black
- Proudly made in the USA of the finest available Mil Spec components and covered by the ATS lifetime warranty against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship

---

SCAR-H SIX PACK SHINGLE
ATS-0024

- Holds six 20 round 7.62 magazines in a stacked, leveled configuration in the same amount of MOLLE space as a triple shingle.
- Fits SCAR-H, M14/M1A, SR25, LR20, L1/FAL, and G3 family magazines
- 10 ¼ wide by 6 ¼ inches tall and 2 ½ inches deep. Uses 6 rows and 6 channels of MOLLE space
- Weighs 6 7/8 ounces
- Constructed from 500D Cordura nylon and parachute-grade nylon thread.
- Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG and black
- Made in the USA from the finest quality Mil Spec materials. Fully Berry Amendment compliant and covered by the ATS lifetime warranty against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship
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3X6 RIFLE/PISTOL POUCH
ATS-0007

- Holds six M4 magazines with three double stack pistol magazines
- Rifle magazines secured with bungee shock cords with pull tabs. Pistol mag pockets have adjustable and removable lids
- Measures 10 inches wide by 8 inches tall, and 4 inches deep. The pouch uses 6 channels and 8 rows of MOLLE space.
- Weighs 9 ounces
- Constructed of 500D Cordura nylon and parachute-grade nylon thread with YKK snaps on the L Strap attachment system
- Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black
- Made in the US of A from the finest quality Mil Spec materials available. Covered by the ATS warranty against manufacturer defects in materials and workmanship

- Holds 200 round SAW drum
- Feeds from the pouch on either left or right side
- Sides of the pouch are reinforced with HDPE so the pouch holds its shape when changing the drum with one hand
- Top of the lid has a slot with Elastic "lips" to keep debris out if the pouch is used as a spent magazine pouch. The cover on that slot can be held in either the open or closed position
- The lid of the pouch is closed by a 2 inch wide piece of Velcro and also has a single adjust ITW/Nexus Fastex buckle and a drain grommet is located in the bottom
- Measures 7 inches tall by 6 ½ inches wide by 2 ¼ inches deep. It uses 4 channels and 6 rows of MOLLE space.
- Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black
- Proudly made in the US of A from the finest quality Mil Spec materials and covered by the ATS lifetime warranty against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship

200 ROUND SAW POUCH
ATS-0110
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100 ROUND 7.62 M240 POUCH
ATS-0118

- Holds 100 round belt of 7.62 linked ammo
- Feeds from left, right or top of the pouch. Top feed slot has two Elastic strips that overlap the slot to keep debris out of the pouch, and there is also a slot cover that can be held in the open or closed position by way of a Velcro closed flap.
- Lid is held closed by a 2 inch wide piece of hard side (male) Velcro on the lid that secures to a 4 inch wide soft side (female) piece on the body of the pouch as well as an ITW/Nexus GTSR buckle
- There is a drain grommet in the bottom of the pouch
- HDPE plastic in the left and right side panel keep the pouch rigid under a full load
- Measures 6 ¼ inches tall by 6 inches wide by 3 inches deep. It fits in 4 channels and 6 rows of MOLLE space
- Constructed of two layers of 500D Cordura nylon for durability, and weighs less than 6 ½ ounces
- Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black
- Proudly made in the USA of the finest quality Mil Spec materials and covered by the ATS lifetime warranty against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship

- Designed to work with our Low Profile Chest Harness, but it will work with almost any similar sized small pouch including our Small Utility Pouch
- Simple clam shell design will hold just enough medical supplies to treat severe trauma wounds
- Red pull handle and Velcro closed strap designate the Insert as holding life saving supplies
- The interior features six loops of heavy duty one inch Elastic, three per side. Each wing of the Insert has a piece of high density polyethylene (HDPE) to provide rigidity
- Insert measures 7 inches long and is 3 inches wide. It’s about 2 inches deep, but its hinged design will allow it to hold quite a large amount of supplies
- Proudly made in the USA of the finest Mil Spec materials available. Its covered by the ATS lifetime warranty against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship
- Available in Multicam, Ranger green, coyote brown and black

LOW PROFILE MEDICAL INSERT
ATS-0071
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SMALL MEDICAL POUCH
ATS-0012

- The Small Medical Pouch is in use all over the world with military and law enforcement organizations.
- Can be instantly removed from its MOLLE compatible backing platform and then used independently as the situation dictates.
- clam-shell zippered design with elastic webbing to organize the trauma supplies. There’s also an interior slot pocket for smaller items. It will fit everything in the issue IFAK and more.
- Features a red pull/carry handle to help designate it as life-saving equipment. The handle can be completely stowed between the pouch and the MOLLE backing panel when it’s not in use.
- The pouch measures 7 inches tall, 4 1/2 inches wide and expands to about 5 inches deep. It uses 3 channels and 6 rows of MOLLE space. Weighs about 9 ounces empty.
- Constructed using only the finest Mil Spec materials and covered by the ATS lifetime warranty against defects in manufacturing materials and workmanship.
- Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black.

- Designed specifically as a small medical pouch to fit the ATS War Belt form factor.
- Pouch releases from the MOLLE Panel, but the panel itself stays on your War Belt.
- Pull handle on the pouch is color matched so as to maintain camouflage.
- Body side of the pouch has two vertical loops of one inch Elastic, while the face side of the pouch has a vertical loop and two horizontal loops, also of one inch Elastic. The pouch is closed by a #8 YKK zipper with 550 Paracord zipper pulls.
- Measures 6 ¼ inches wide, 4 ½ inches tall, and about 4 ½ inches deep. 500D Cordura construction means it weighs just 6 3/8 ounces.
- Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, and black.
- Proudly made in the USA of the finest Mil Spec materials available. Covered by the ATS lifetime warranty against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship.

SOF BLEEDER POUCH RIP AWAY
ATS-0136
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• 500D Cordura construction means it weighs just one pound, 12 ounces
• Bag is about 14 inches wide by 10 inches tall and about 7 inches deep in the middle
• Face has a holster for trauma shears, and a 4 inch deep by 14 inch wide zippered pocket below it. The bottom of the bag has 3 rows by 6 channels of PALS webbing, and compression straps to secure a poleless litter.
• Waist strap is two inch wide Cordura webbing and closed via a two inch Side Release buckle. Each side of the waist belt has a triangular zippered pocket, as well as an expandable mesh pocket on the back for “sharps”. Above the mesh pocket are two ½ inch tabs for securing the bag in a vehicle.
• 5 internal pockets for organization. 8 elastic loops for dressings and bandages. Main pocket has two snap down elastic loops for securing an IV bag, and another ten inch by four inch pocket on the opposite side, plus six more elastic loops
• Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey, and black
• Made in the US of A of the finest Mil Spec quality materials available and covered by the ATS lifetime warranty against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship.

• Designed around the Rite in the Rain 980/980T tactical field notebook
• Attachment straps have been moved toward the center to allow the pouch to “bellow” and hold larger objects
• 1 inch wide Elastic strap inside the pouch with dividers to stow small items and tie downs in each corner
• Face of the pouch has a zippered flat pocket that can be accessed without opening the lid.
• The CLAP is about 9 1/8 inches wide by 6 inches tall. It covers 6 channels and 6 rows of MOLLE space but actually attaches in 4 channels and 6 rows. It weighs about 4 ounces
• Available in Multicam, Ranger green, coyote brown, ATACS-FG, wolf grey, and black
SMALL UPRIGHT GP POUCH
ATS-0027

- Designed as a small footprint general purpose utility pouch in a vertical configuration
- Pouch closes with dual zipper sliders with 550 cord pulls; and it opens about half way for easy access to the contents without spillage. The pouch has several elastic loops on the interior for the organization of small items like pens, batteries or chem-lights. The interior of the pouch is finished out with a 550 loop tie-down point to secure sensitive or high-value items
- Measures 3 inches wide, 8 inches tall x 3 inches deep. Uses 2 rows and 8 channels of MOLLE space.
- Constructed of the finest Mil Spec materials and components available and covered by the ATS lifetime warranty against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship
- Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black

SMALL UTILITY POUCH
ATS-0043
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ZIPPERED UTILITY POUCH
ATS-0009

• This is the classic medium utility pouch from ATS
• Uses dual #10 YKK zipper pulls with paracord pulls to eliminate metal on metal noise
• Face of the pouch has 3 rows of PALS webbing for modularity
• Interior tie down loop to dummy cord high value or sensitive items
• Measures 8 ½ inches tall, 6 inches wide and 3 inches deep. Uses 4 channels and 8 rows of MOLLE space
• Weighs just 6 ounces
• Made of the finest Mil Spec materials available in the US of A and lifetime warranted against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship
• Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black

• Designed as a large utility pouch for use on packs and as a semi-permanent day pack for body armor wearers
• Uses a #10 YKK zipper with dual pulls, opening about half way for easy access to the contents without spillage
• Interior pocket with Velcro closed flap and an open top mesh pocket on the opposite, outside wall of the pouch
Two 550 cord tie down points can be used to secure high value or sensitive items
• Measures 9 inches wide, 8 inches tall and 3 inches deep, using 6 channels and 8 rows of MOLLE space.
• Proudly made in the USA of the finest Mil Spec materials available. Backed by the ATS lifetime warranty against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship
• Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black

LARGE GP POUCH
ATS-0029
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5X8 SFGP
ATS-2242

- Slick Front General Purpose utility pouch
- Designed to be very slim profile and lightweight without interior organization to keep weight to a minimum
- Measures 5 inches wide by 8 inches tall by 2 inches deep. Uses 3 channels and 8 rows of MOLLE space
- Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black
- Proudly made in the USA of the finest Mil Spec materials available and backed by the ATS lifetime warranty against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship

6X6 SFGP
ATS-0192
6X8 SFGP
ATS-0193

- Largest of the SFGP line
- Measures 6 inches wide, 8 inches tall and 2 ¾ inches deep. Uses 6 channels and 6 rows of MOLLE space
- Weighs just four ounces. Constructed of 500D Cordura nylon with #8 YKK zippers that have paracord zipper pulls
- Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black
- Proudly made in the US of A of the finest Mil Spec materials available. Covered by the ATS lifetime warranty against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship.

- Designed to fit the Rheinmetall Defense 1/3/9 Banger grenade
- Will also fit a 40mm round
- 1 channel, 4 rows of MOLLE space.
- Fully adjustable and removable lid
- Elastic band around the body of the pouch provides retention when the lid is removed or tucked away
- Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, and black
- Covered by the ATS Lifetime warranty against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship

SMALL FLASH BANG POUCH
ATS-0098
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**LARGE FLASH BANG POUCH**
**ATS-0097**

- Designed to fit the Defense Technology #25 or similar sized flash bang grenades
- Fully adjustable and removable lid to fit a variety of different munitions
- An Elastic band around the body of the pouch provides retention when the lid is not in place
- 4 ½ inches tall by 3 inches wide. Uses 2 channels and 4 rows of MOLLE space
- Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, wolf grey and black
- Lifetime warranted against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship

- Holds a single M67 fragmentation grenade
- Fold over flap style lid with ITW/Nexus side release buckle closure
- 3 inches wide, 4 inches tall, and 2 inches deep. Uses 2 channels and 4 rows of MOLLE space
- Made of the finest Mil Spec components and materials available
- Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black
- Lifetime warranted against defects in manufacturing materials and workmanship

**SINGLE FRAG GRENADE POUCH**
**ATS-0114**
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**DOUBLE M203 GRENADE POUCH**
**ATS-0049**

- Holds two M203 rounds
- 5 ¾ inches wide by 3 ¾ inches tall. Uses 3 rows and 4 channels of MOLLE space
- Weighs just 2 4/5 ounces
- Adjustable and removable lids fit a variety of rounds
- Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green and black
- Made of the finest Mil Spec materials available.
- Covered by the ATS lifetime warranty against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship

**MBITR RADIO POUCH**
**ATS-0011**

- Fits the MBITR and radios of similar size, such as the Motorola Sabre
- Cover flap is made from low-IR reflective 3” nylon and has an HDPE plastic stiffener to protect the LCD display on the face of the radio
- 550 cord adjuster to fit different radios, secured by an ITW/Nexus Surface Mount buckle
- 3 inches wide, 7 ¾ inches tall, 1 ¾ inches deep
- Uses 2 channels and 8 rows of MOLLE space
- Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green and black
- Lifetime warranted against defects in manufacturing materials and workmanship
MBITR TIP-OUT RADIO POUCH
ATS-0202

- Fits MBITR and similar sized radios like the Motorola Sabre
- Radio can be tipped out away from the pouch to make programming changes quick and easy
- Radio is oriented with the face of the unit facing in for better protection
- Held closed by an ITW/Nexus Surface Mount buckle
- Measures 7 ½ inches tall, 3 inches wide and 2 inches deep. It uses 2 channels and 6 rows of MOLLE space
- Proudly made in the USA of the finest Mil Spec materials and components available
- Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black
- Lifetime warranted against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship

• Can fit 6 M4 30 round magazines or several boxes of 12 gauge shotshells
• Can be used as an evidence collection pouch or temporary medical waste pouch
• Made from 500D Cordura nylon for the body of the pouch and Duro Litelok for the body of the pouch. This pouch is also available in 500D in the body
• Weighs just 2 ½ ounces due to the Litelok material, which is 30% lighter than 500D Cordura. 500D Cordura version weighs about 3 ¼ ounces
• Uses shock cord and an ITW/Nexus Toaster Cord Loc to adjust the size of the opening of the pouch
• In the stowed configuration, it measures only 3 inches by 4 inches by 1 ¾ inches deep. Uses 2 channels and 3 rows of MOLLE space
• Available in Multicam only in Litelok, and Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black in 500D Cordura
• Lifetime warranted against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship

ROLL UP DUMP POUCH
ATS-0135
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LEUPOLD MARK IV SPOTTER SCOPE COVER
ATS-0104

- Fits the Leupold Mk 4 spotting scope cover, with or without Tenebraex ARD installed
- Constructed with two layers of 500D Cordura nylon with a layer of padding between them
- Occular lens cover is closed with a #8 YKK coil zipper. The wings can be folded back against the body of the pouch to secure them out of the way
- The tripod interface has been reinforced with a piece of HDPE plastic for strength and SureGrip for wear resistance. When the tripod is not in place the attachment point is shielded from debris by a cover using YKK snaps to secure it
- Made in the USA of the finest quality Mil Spec components and materials available
- Covered by the ATS lifetime warranty against defects in manufacturing materials or workmanship
- Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black

- Convenient way to carry credentials without having to fish them out of a pocket or wallet
- 6 ½ inches tall and 5 ½ inches wide with a 3 ½ inch wide by 2 inch tall panel of soft side (female) Velcro on the lid
- 4 inch by 4 ½ inch clear plastic window for displaying credentials
- 18 inch color matched 550 cord lanyard with an ITW/Nexus Cord Loc for adjusting the ride height
- Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black

ID HOLDER
ATS-0017
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ASP BATON POUCH 21 INCH
ATS-0081

- Designed to fit the ASP 21” expandable baton
- Body of the pouch is 2 inches wide by 5 inches long. Lid is adjustable and removable to fit varying lengths
- Elastic band around the body of the pouch provides retention while still allowing for fast access to the baton
- Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black
- Proudly made in the USA of the finest available components and materials, and is covered by the ATS lifetime warranty against defects in manufacturing materials or workmanship

ASP BATON POUCH 26 INCH
ATS-0082
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WAR BELT
ATS-0066

- Designed to be used with a belt up to 2 inches in width. Can be used with almost any inner belt
- Inside of the War Belt is lined with hard side (male) Velcro to secure a duty belt to so that it does not shift inside the War Belt
- Bottom of the War Belt is left open so that sub loads and holsters can be hung off the inner belt and not waste valuable MOLLE space on the outside of the War Belt
- Lined with ¼ inch high density, closed-cell foam and DriLex wicking material for padding and comfort
- Four 1 inch ITW/Nexus Loop Locs allow for the attachment of suspenders
- 3 rows of PALS webbing allow for the attachment of any MOLLE compatible pouch
- Available in Medium (30-34 inches), Large (34-38 inches) and XL (48-42 inches)
- Proper sizing is for the belt to end just in front of each hip bone to allow space in the middle to bend and twist
- Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey and black

- Light weight belt designed to work with the ATS War Belt
- Constructed of a piece of 2 inch Cordura webbing sandwiched between 2 layers of loop (female) Velcro and stitched 5 times to give it some stiffness
- Fastens with an ITW/Nexus 2 inch dual adjust GTSR buckle
- Sizing is matched to the War Belt (medium for medium, large for large, etc.)
- Made of the highest quality Mil Spec components in the USA
- Lifetime warranted against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship
- Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, foliage green, and black
LOW PROFILE SUSPENDERS
ATS-0067

• Designed to incorporate seamlessly with the ATS War Belt but can be used in other applications
• Load bearing portion of the suspenders is fabricated from 2 inch webbing to distribute the load. Attachment ends are 1” webbing with an ITW/Nexus Tri Glide for a wide range of adjustment
• Stress points are reinforced with bar tacks for strength and durability
• Proudly made in the USA of the finest quality Mil Spec components available and covered by the ATS lifetime warranty against defects in materials and workmanship
• Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, foliage green, and black

• The ubiquitous rigger’s belt, updated with a “bandolero” style holster built into the belt itself
• Fits most medium and large frame duty pistols including all Glock models, 1911, and Beretta M9/92F, among others.
• Constructed of Mil Spec Type 13 cargo webbing and a forged parachute-grade buckle
• Available in Small (30-34 inches), Medium, (34-38 inches), large (38-42 inches) and XL (42-46 inches)
• Available in black, Ranger green, coyote brown, and foliage green
• Lifetime warranted against defects in materials and workmanship

RIGGERS BELT
ATS-0002
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Cobra Buckle Riggers Belt
ATS-1234

• The heart of this belt is the excellent AustriAlpin Cobra buckle, the gold standard of high strength releasable buckles
• The belt is constructed of Type 13 Mil Spec webbing, sewn with parachute grade nylon thread
• The belt is reinforced with a 4 inch long "W" stitch and has a "soft loop" for personal retention lanyard tie ins. It has 5 lengthwise stitches for added strength
• Made in the US of A of the finest Mil Spec components. The belt is covered by the ATS lifetime warranty against defects in materials and workmanship
• Available in coyote brown, Ranger green, and black
• Sizes are measured from the smallest possible to largest possible lengths, in inches. For best fit, check the waist size with a tape measure, rather than depending on pants size
• Small: 36"-39.5" Med. 39.5"-43.5" Large: 44"-47" XL: 47"-51"

• Named for the 5th Legion (5th SFG)
• The heart of the belt is the excellent AustriAlpin Cobra buckle and a parachute-grade, forged 316 Stainless Steel triangle link. Made with Type 13 cargo webbing and parachute-grade nylon thread
• The belt is reinforced with a 4 inch long "W" stitch. we added 5 lengthwise stitches for strength
• Proudly made in the USA of the finest available components. Lifetime warranted against defects in manufacturing materials and workmanship
• Available in coyote brown, Ranger green and black
• Sizing lengths are measured from center to center of the buckle, inside the belt. Small: 36"-39.5" Med. 39.5"-43.5" Large: 44"-47" XL: 47"-51"

Legion Cobra Riggers Belt
ATS-0137
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RAID PACK II
ATS-0018

• Face of the pack has a zippered, flat utility pocket for maps and documents while maintaining the PALS webbing on the face of the pack
• Inside face of the pack is lined with PALS webbing
• The back panel has four one inch ITW/Nexus Tri Glides for tying into or tying down points
• The rear pocket can fit either hydration systems or an ATS frame sheet
• Three flapped tube or wire routing ports at the 10, 12, and 1 o’clock
• ½ inch foam straps have been narrowed, and the attachment point strengthened and moved to the back panel. Load lifters are provided to improved load carriage
• The pack cubes 1512 cubic inches. It weighs 2 ½ pounds
• Proudly made in the USA of the finest Mil Spec components available, with the ATS lifetime warranty against defects in manufacturing materials and workmanship
• Available in Multicam, coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey, and black

• Measures 19 inches tall, 13 inches wide and is 3 ¾ inches deep. Cubes almost 927 cubic inches
• Multicam Litelok version weighs 1 ½ pounds, and the 500D Cordura version weighs an even 2 pounds
• Interior front and back panel is lined with Brushed DriLex for use with the ATS CAP organizing pouches
• There is a hydration carrier or frame sheet slot in the back face and a center mounted port for drink tubes and cable routing. A carry handle is Box X sewn to the top, and there are two rows of PALS webbing on the bottom for attachments and to add a layer of protection to the bottom of the pack
• The zippers are #10 YKK coil zippers and dual zipper pulls, with the front face flat pocket using a #8 YKK coil zipper with a single zipper pull
• There are four external compression straps with ITW/Nexus 1” GTSR side release buckles and a six inch long by two inch wide soft side Velcro panel for patches, placards and tapes
• Available in coyote brown, Ranger green, ATACS-FG, wolf grey, and black and Multicam 500D Cordura, and Duro Litelok in Multicam. Other colors may be available by special order
COBRA 2.6
ATS-6970

- The 2.6 variant differs from 2.5 in the addition of a shock cord matrix added to the face for stowing lightweight items. The face zips open completely for easy access
- 2.6 measures about 19 inches tall, 13 inches wide and is about 3 ¼ inches deep, and is almost 927 cubic inches. In 500D, the 2.6 weighs in at an even 2 pounds. The Litelok version weighs 1 1/2 pounds
- The interior is lined with Brushed DriLex for use with the ATS CAP organizing pouches. There is a center mounted drink tube/antenna port, and a box X stitched carry handle is sewn top dead center
- YKK #10 and #8 coil zippers and zipper pulls have paracord pulls so as to eliminate metal on metal noise
- There are four external compression straps with ITW/Nexus 1” GTSR buckles and a six inch long by two inch wide soft side Velcro panel for patches, placards and tapes. There are 4 LoopLocs inside for tie in points
- Available in coyote brown, Ranger green, black, wolf grey and Multicam 500D Cordura, and Duro Litelok in Multicam

- Designed to fit the Lightfighter RAID, ATS RAID II, and Cobra packs, but will also fit packs of similar size, such as the Eagle A-III
- Made from a sheet of HDPE plastic with an aluminum stay for rigidity and a bound edge to reduce edge abrasion
- Frame sheet is recommended for assault packs that carry heavy loads to better distribute the weight and increase your performance
- Made of the finest American-made components with a lifetime warranty against manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship.

FRAME SHEET
ATS-0036
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COBRA ACCESSORY POUCHES
CAP

The Cobra Accessory Pouch (CAP) line allows for the organizing of loads in the Cobra series packs. They attach via a hard side (male) Velcro backing that sticks to the Brushed DriLex lining in the Cobras. They are made of the same Mil Spec materials and components, and carry the same lifetime warranty that all ATS made products do.

- **Mini GP Pouch**
  - ATS-0199
- **CAP Stash Pocket**
  - ATS-0198
- **iPad Case**
  - ATS-6974
- **Half IV Pouch**
  - ATS-6975
- **Full IV Pouch**
  - ATS-6976
- **Horizontal Full IV Pouch**
  - ATS-6978
- **Universal Holster**
  - ATS-6979
- **Double Pistol Mag Pouch**
  - ATS-6980
- **Triple Shingle**
  - ATS-0200
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Government and Contract Sales
Jimmy Bonner
jimmy.bonner@atstacticalgear.com
Mike Lose
mike.lose@atstacticalgear.com

Customer Support
customersupport@atstacticalgear.com
P: (270) 439-0302
F: (253) 295-7036
or visit us at
www.ATSTacticalGear.com

ATS Tactical Gear Lifetime Warranty
ATS Tactical Gear guarantees that load bearing gear with our name on it will be free from manufacturing defects in materials and workmanship for the life of the product to the original purchaser. At our option, we will repair or replace the item in question and provide return shipping to the customer. This warranty does not extend to gear used in a manner outside what it was designed to do or that has been proven to have been abused. This warranty does not extend to customization of kit after it has left our factory. Basically, if it fails under use it was designed for, we’ll take care of it.